Use any of the patterns below to make your own hat and then you can decorate it as you wish to personalise it. Have fun.

How to make a paper hat.

Pattern for a rounded hat using paper, card board or thicker paper.
Pattern for a paper hat with tassels. Can use thicker paper.

1. Fold a sheet of newspaper in half.

2. Fold each half of the lower edge to the vertical centre.

3. Fold the lower edge in half (top layer only).

4. Swing the thin double layer flap upwards.

5. This is the result. Turn the paper over.

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 on this side.

7. Put your hands inside and press open, squashing in half the other way.

8. Fold up the lower corner.

9. Fold a smaller corner behind underneath.

10. Open into a hat shape.

11. Attach the tassel with sticky tape.